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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A hearing was held in the above styled claim on September 1,

2009, in Fort Smith, Arkansas.  The deposition of Dr. Scott

Schlesinger was taken on July 10, 2009, and has been admitted as

Joint Exhibit No. 1.  The deposition of the claimant was taken on

January 9, 2009, and has been admitted as Respondent’s Exhibit No.

2. 

A pre-hearing order was entered in this claim on March 31,

2009. This pre-hearing order purported to set out the stipulations

offered by the parties and outlined the issues to be litigated and

resolved at the present time. Immediately prior to the commencement

of the hearing, the parties announced that they could agree on an

additional stipulation, which concerned the claimant’s receipt of

unemployment benefits during the same period he now seeks temporary

total disability benefits. A copy of the pre-hearing order with
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this amendment noted thereon was made Commission’s Exhibit No. 1 to

the hearing.

The following stipulations were offered by the parties and are

hereby accepted:

1. On July 18, 2008, the relationship of employee-employer-

carrier existed between the parties.

2. The appropriate weekly compensation rates are $286.00 for

total disability and $215.00 for permanent partial

disability.

3. On July 18, 2008, the claimant sustained a compensable

injury to his low back.

4. There is no dispute over medical benefits through March

6, 2009.

5. There is no dispute over temporary total disability

through October 8, 2008.

6. Respondents are entitled to an off set against any

temporary total disability awarded for the unemployment

benefits received by the claimant for the same period,

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-506.

By agreement of the parties, the issues to be litigated and

resolved at the present time were limited to the following:

1. The claimant’s entitlement to additional medical services

by Dr. Schlesinger after March 6, 2009.

2. The claimant’s entitlement to continued temporary total

disability benefits from October 9, 2008 through a date

yet to be determined.
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3. Appropriate attorney’s fees.

In regard to these issues, the claimant contends:

“Claimant contends that he is entitled to TTD
from October 8, 2008 to a date yet to be
determined, and additional medical.”

In regard to these issues, the respondents contend:

“a. Respondents contend that all appropriate
TTD benefits have been paid.

 b. Respondents contend that medical treatment
subsequent to October 8, 2008 is neither
reasonable and necessary nor is it related to
claimant’s compensable injury.”
  

 DISCUSSION

I. ADDITIONAL MEDICAL SERVICES BY DR. SCHLESINGER, AFTER MARCH 6,

2009   

The first issue concerns the claimant’s entitlement to

additional medical services for his lumbar and radicular

difficulties, by and at the direction of Dr. Scott Schlesinger,

after March 6, 2009.  The claimant has the burden of showing that

these medical services constitute “reasonably necessary medical

services”, as that term is used in the Act.

In order to meet this burden, the claimant must prove that the

medical services in question have a purpose or goal that is

connected with the claimant’s compensable low back or lumbar

injury. This purpose or goal may be the accurate diagnosis of the

nature and extent of the injury, the repair or resolution of the

actual physical damage caused by the compensable injury, or the

reduction or alleviation of symptoms and restrictions resulting

from the compensable injury.  Secondly, the claimant must prove
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that the disputed medical services have a reasonable expectation of

accomplishing the beneficial purpose or goal for which the services

were intended, at the time they are rendered.   However, it is not

necessary that these services are ultimately successful in

achieving the intended purpose or goal. 

This case is complicated by two factors. First, it is clear

from the evidence presented that at the time of the compensable

injury the claimant was experiencing substantial pre-existing

degenerative disc disease of his lumbar discs and substantial

degenerative arthritic changes that involved his lumbar vertebra.

Both of these conditions are progressive in nature and can

naturally worsen over time, even in the absence of any specific

traumatic event. Secondly, the greater weight of the evidence also

shows that the claimant experienced additional injury or damage to

the L3-4 intervertebral disc in a substantial period of time after

the employment-related incident of July 18, 2008.  This additional

injury or damage consisted of a frank rupture of the annulus of the

L3-4 disc and extrusion of a free fragment of internal disc

material completely outside the area of the disc.  This extruded

disc material resulted in a nerve impingement and a left L3

radiculopathy. 

Medical services required for physical injury or damage that

occurs subsequent to a compensable injury would only be

“compensable”, if there is some connection between the compensable

injury and the subsequent injury or damage. In that event, the
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physical injury or damage becomes a compensable consequence or

complication of the initial compensable injury. 

In the present case, the claimant contends that his subsequent

frank herniation of the L3-4 disc and resulting nerve root

impingement, was caused, at least in part, by the physical therapy

exercises that he was required to perform as part of the treatment

for his admittedly compensable injury of July 18, 2008.  In support

of this contention, the claimant offers his testimony and various

statements and opinions expressed by Dr. Schlesinger, particularly

those contained in his narrative report of June 1, 2009.

The claimant testified that immediately following the

employment-related incident of July 18, 2008, he experienced

difficulties in his right low back and right leg. His difficulties

continued to remain limited to his right low back and right leg,

until approximately a week or so into his scheduled physical

therapy (the medical evidence shows that the claimant began

regularly scheduled physical therapy visits on August 6, 2008).

The claimant stated that a week or so into his physical therapy, he

continued experiencing low back pain, but began having pain in both

of his legs. Some time after that, his lower extremity pain was

mainly in his left leg. Sometime, after he quit physical therapy,

his lower extremity pain moved back to both legs and finally back

to only his right leg. At the present time, he described his pain

as being only in his low back and his right leg to the knee.

The physical therapy records do not entirely coincide with the

claimant’s testimony.  These records do indicate that, on
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occasions, the claimant did indicate he was having difficulty

performing his exercises.  However, there is no record of any

migration of his lower extremity symptoms to include his left leg.

Rather, these records note only continued complaints of

difficulties involving his right lower extremity. The hand written

notation, in the August 29, 2008 progress note, stated that the

claimant reported a migration of his back pain to his left low

back, but also noted that his complaints of lower extremity pain

only “migrated” to the lower part of his right leg.

The first mention of any pain or radicular difficulties

involving his left lower extremity, does not occur until the office

notation of Dr. Keith Holder, dated September 15, 2008. In this

notation, Dr. Holder reported that the claimant’s complaints had

“swapped” or “gone” from his right leg to his left leg. However,

there is no mention that this change was in any way connected with

his activities during physical therapy. Nor, is there any mention

of a reasonably close temporal relationship between this change and

the claimant’s scheduled physical therapy visits.  

In fact, the medical evidence shows that the claimant’s last

regularly scheduled physical therapy visit was on August 29, 2008.

Between this date and his September 15, 2008 visit with Dr. Holder,

the claimant was seen and evaluated by Dr Tonya Philips (a

neurologist) and Dr. Joseph Queeney (a neurosurgeon). The claimant

was also seen by Dr. Holder on August 21, 2008 and September 5,

2008.  On all of these visits, the claimant’s recorded complaints

remained limited to his lower back and right lower extremity.  No
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mention is found in these records of any complaints involving the

claimant’s left lower extremity. In fact, the September 8, 2008

evaluation report by Dr. Queeney, expressly records:

“He (the claimant) does not describe any left
lower extremity symptoms.”

This statement by Dr. Queeney coincides with the Patient

Questionnaire that the claimant completed for his initial visit

with Dr. Queeney.  In this Questionnaire, the claimant listed his

symptoms as limited to his “lower” back and “right leg”.  On the

pain diagram that he completed, he again indicates only his lower

back and right leg. Following the claimant’s evaluation by Dr.

Queeney on September 8, 2008, and his visit with Dr. Holder on

September 15, 2008, the respondents transferred the claimant’s care

to Dr. Brent Sprinkle (a physical medicine specialist). In his

initial evaluation of the claimant on September 22, 2008, Dr.

Sprinkle recorded that the claimant was complaining of quite

intense pain.  He further indicated that the claimant reported

initial pain in his right leg, which had gotten some better, but

also pain in his left leg that had been present for two months.

Curiously, later in his report, Dr. Sprinkle states that the

claimant’s right leg symptoms had resolved.  Due to this change in

the claimant’s symptoms, Dr. Sprinkle obtained further testing, in

the form of another lumbar MRI and a left lower extremity NCV-EMG.

Dr. Sprinkle appears to attribute the claimant’s difficulties, at

that time, solely to the L3 disc herniation and nerve root

impingement, which he opines was not related to the accident of
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July 18, 2008.  At that point, the respondents stopped all of the

claimant’s benefits. 

The claimant subsequently sought and received a change of

physicians from Dr. Sprinkle to Dr. Scott Schlesinger. In his

initial report, dated March 6, 2009, Dr. Schlesinger recorded a

history of the claimant’s complaints that is somewhat similar to

that contained in the claimant’s testimony.  

Dr. Schlesinger noted that, at the time of the initial visit,

the claimant reported experiencing back pain and pain radiating

down both legs with the right leg worse than the left. He also

noted that the claimant related that when his  radicular complaints

initially started, the pain was only in the right leg. Sometime

afterward, while receiving physical therapy the radicular pain

extended into the left leg, also. In September of 2008, the

radicular symptoms in the claimant’s right leg “eased up”. Finally,

Dr. Schlesinger recorded that the claimant’s radicular symptoms

again changed and had now shifted back to the point where the

symptoms were more severe in the right lower extremity. At the time

of this visit, the claimant reported that his back pain was the

worst, followed by his right leg symptoms, and then by his left leg

symptoms. 

In his interpretation of the claimant’s two lumbar MRI

studies, Dr. Schlesinger indicated that the initial MRI did not

show the complete herniation of the L3-4 disc with the extruded

large free disc fragment.  Rather, it only showed a “questionable”

right L5-S1 proximal neuroforaminal disc protrusion. The left sided
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complete herniation of the L3-4 disc with the extrusion of a large

free fragment and resulting stenosis were present only on the

October of 2008 MRI study. 

In his subsequent report, dated June 1, 2009, Dr. Schlesinger

attributed the “worsening” of the claimant’s condition apparently

from the L3-4 defect, to the physical therapy that the claimant had

received for the initial compensable lumbar injury. In his

deposition, Dr. Schlesinger clearly equated the “worsening” of the

claimant’s difficulties to the occurrence of the L3-4 disc defect

with its stenosis or compression of the spinal cord and exiting

nerve roots, at that area. In his deposition, Dr. Schlesinger made

it apparent that his opinion on the existence of a causal

relationship between the claimant’s physical therapy and the

occurrence of the rupture of the L3-4 disc, was based upon the

accuracy of the claimant’s history that the difficulties indicative

of the occurrence of this disc herniation first appeared within a

reasonably close period of time after performance of the prescribed

physical therapy. In his deposition, Dr. Schlesinger stated that

the symptoms indicative of the occurrence of this defect should

have appeared, at most, within a few hours after the activities or

trauma that produced the rupture of the disc.  In his deposition,

Dr. Schlesinger further stated that in reaching his opinion, he

also assumed that the physical activities being performed by the

claimant, at the time of his symptoms were very “aggressive”. 

After consideration of all the evidence presented, I find that

the opinion of Dr. Schlesinger, on the existence of a causal
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relationship between the treatment provided the claimant for his

initial admittedly compensable lumbar injury and the occurrence of

the frank rupture of the L3-4 intervertebral disc, is based upon a

material mistake of fact. Contrary to the claimant’s testimony and

the history he gave to Dr. Schlesinger, the more credible evidence

does not show the existence of a reasonably close temporal

relationship between the claimant’s performance of the physical

therapy, which was recommended for his admittedly compensable

lumbar injury, and the initial onset of symptoms indicative of the

occurrence of the frank rupture of the L3-4 intervertebral disc.

I find it difficult to accept that the claimant could have had

the initial onset of radicular symptoms in his left leg, during the

course of his physical therapy, and yet no mention would be made in

any of the physical therapy records of the onset of these new

symptoms or complaints. I find it even more difficult to accept

that the claimant could have experienced the initial onset of

radicular symptoms in his left leg, during the course of his

physical therapy, and yet fail to mention such a change in his

complaints, when he consulted Dr. Holder, on September 5, 2008

(approximately one week following his last physical therapy visit).

I find it even more unlikely, had the claimant mentioned such a

change in his complaints, Dr. Holder would have failed to note

these new symptoms.  Finally, I find it impossible to believe that

the claimant’s symptoms, which would be indicative of the

occurrence of the frank rupture of the L3-4 disc, could have

occurred during the time the claimant was receiving regular
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physical therapy and yet the claimant would have failed to have

noted such a drastic change in his symptoms on the Patient

Questionnaire that he completed for Dr. Queeney, on September 8,

2008 (some 10 days following his last physical therapy visit).  I

also find it incredible that the claimant would have expressly

denied the presence of any symptoms or  difficulties with his left

lower extremity, when directly questioned by Dr. Queeney on that

same date. In fact, it is difficult to accept that Dr. Queeney

would not have observed any evidence of this severely ruptured disc

and nerve root compression at the time of his clinical examination

on September 8, 2008, had such a defect have been present, even if

the claimant had failed to expressly inform him. It is also

important to note that when the claimant did complain of radicular

difficulties in his left lower extremity (in his September 15, 2008

visit with Dr. Holder), Dr. Holder recorded no history that the

onset of these symptoms occurred within a close temporal

relationship to the performance of the structured physical therapy

visits.  

It is my opinion that the greater weight of the credible

evidence supports the conclusion that the claimant experienced the

frank rupture of his L3-4 disc and extrusion of the internal disc

material with resulting neurological compromise some time between

September 8, 2008 and September 15, 2008.  Clearly, this would not

meet Dr. Schlesinger’s criteria for a reasonably close temporal

relationship to the claimant’s performance of the prescribed

physical therapy that ended on August 29, 2008.
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 Therefore, the claimant has failed to prove the existence of

a causal relationship between the physical therapy that was

required for his compensable lumbar injury and the occurrence of

the frank rupture of his L3-4 intervertebral disc.  The claimant

has advanced no other possible causal relationship and the evidence

shows no other potential causal relationship between the rupture of

the L3-4 disc and his admittedly compensable lumbar injury.  I find

that the frank rupture of the claimant’s L3-4 disc and any

difficulties it has produced do not represent a compensable

consequence or complication of his admittedly compensable lumbar

injury of July 18, 2008. As a result, he would not be entitled to

any benefits, which would be attributable to this particular

condition, including medical services.

However, this holding does not preclude the claimant from

continuing to be entitled to reasonably necessary medical services

for his admittedly compensable lumbar injury. Dr. Sprinkle and the

respondents seem to have assumed that the claimant’s previous

compensable lumbar injury had entirely resolved and that all of the

claimant’s remaining difficulties were the result of the L3-4 disc

herniation. Such a conclusion is not supported by the greater

weight of the credible evidence presented. 

Clearly, only a month prior, Dr. Queeney was of the opinion

that the claimant required further conservative  medical treatment

for his continuing low back and right lower extremity difficulties,

which Dr. Queeney attributed to the employment-related accident of

July 18, 2008. Dr. Queeney is a competent, board certified
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neurosurgeon. His opinion is certainly entitled to significant

weight and credit.

I would note that the reports of Dr. Sprinkle are

inconsistent and contradictory.  In his initial report of September

22, 2008, Dr. Sprinkle recorded that the claimant continued to

experience symptoms and difficulties involving his right lower

extremity, although such complaints had gotten better. This

statement would essentially coincide with the testimony of the

claimant. Later in ths same report, Dr. Sprinkle stated that the

previous lumbar MRI did show right sided disc protrusions of the

L4-5 and L5-S1 discs. However, Dr. Sprinkle seems to dismiss the

claimant’s history and erroneously stated that the claimant’s

“right leg symptoms are resolved”.  

  Although Dr. Schlesinger also appears to have focused on the

claimant’s L3-4 defect, he has in no way indicated the claimant’s

prior compensable lumbar injury had resolved or healed. Nor did he

indicate that this prior lumbar injury, itself, required no further

treatment.  In fact, the actual treatment recommended by Dr.

Schlesinger is strikingly similar to that recommended by Dr.

Queeney for the claimant’s compensable lumbar injury. 

After consideration of all the evidence presented, I find that

the claimant has proven that he is entitled to conservative medical

treatment by Dr. Schlesinger for his low back and right radicular

complaints. However, he would not be entitled to any medical

treatment or services solely necessitated by or directed toward his

L3-4 disc herniation.
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II. ADDITIONAL TEMPORARY TOTAL DISABILITY BENEFITS

The next issue to be addressed is the claimant’s entitlement

to additional temporary total disability benefits from October 9,

2008 through a date yet to be determined.  The burden rests upon

the claimant to prove his entitlement to these benefits.  In order

to meet this burden, the claimant must prove that he has continued

within his healing period from the effects of his admittedly

compensable lumbar injury, on and after October 9, 2008, and also

continued to be rendered totally disabled from performing regular

gainful employment, as a result of this admittedly compensable

injury. 

The issue of the duration of the healing period is a medical

question, which must be resolved on the basis of the greater weight

of the medical evidence presented.  The Courts have held that the

healing period from a compensable injury continues until the

claimant has achieved the maximum benefit of time and medical

treatment in the resolution or stabilization of the actual physical

damage caused by the compensable injury and has returned to as near

his preinjury state as the permanent character of his injury will

allow. Once this occurs, the mere continuation of chronic symptoms,

even though they may require some medical services, are not

sufficient to extend the healing period.  

In the present case, the medical evidence shows that the

claimant clearly continued within his healing period, at the time

he was evaluated by Dr. Queeney on September 8, 2008. In fact, Dr.

Queeney, at the time of this visit, recommended continuing active
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medical treatment. Dr. Queeney further advised that, if these

conservative measures failed, the claimant’s compensable injury

could require surgical decompression and fusion.  Clearly, the

difficulties diagnosed by Dr. Queeney did not and would not be

expected to totally resolve in a matter of weeks, especially

without any medical treatment.

The record shows that the therapeutic medical services, which

were recommended by Dr. Queeney, were never actually provided to

the claimant.  Instead, the respondents elected to switch the

claimant’s treatment from Dr. Queeney to Dr. Sprinkle, seemingly

a frequent choice of respondents.  The records of Dr. Sprinkle,  do

not show that he performed any actual treatment for the claimant’s

difficulties with his back or either of his lower extremities.

Instead, Dr. Sprinkle’s services were  limited to testing and

evaluation of the claimant’s left lower extremity complaints. As

previously indicated, Dr. Sprinkle erroneously concluded that the

claimant’s back and right lower extremity complaints from injuries

involving other areas of his lumbar spine, other than the L3-4

intervertebral disc, had totally resolved.  

Although Dr. Schlesinger also appeared to have focused on the

defect involving the L3-4 intervertebral disc, he did note symptoms

with other areas of the claimant’s low back and his right lower

extremity, which had been present since the compensable injury.  As

previously stated, it would further appear that the actual medical

treatment Dr. Schlesinger recommended (conservative treatment

consisting of epidural steroid injections, TNS unit, a traction
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unit, and oral medications) were essentially identical to those

that had been previously recommended for the claimant’s low back

and right radicular difficulties by Dr. Queeney, back in September

of 2008. 

After consideration of all the evidence presented, it is my

opinion that the greater weight of the credible evidence

establishes that the claimant continued within his healing period

from the effects of his compensable lumbar injury of July 18, 2008

from October 9, 2008 through a date yet to be determined.

Therefore, the claimant has satisfied the first requirement for his

entitlement to additional temporary total disability benefits

during this period.  

In regard to actual disability, the claimant testified that,

since October 9, 2008, he has not worked and has experienced severe

pain in his lower back and lower extremities. He testified that

these difficulties are sufficient to require him to take

approximately 48 ibuprofen a day. He conceded that he was able to

do some cooking and house cleaning, but spends his days alternating

between sitting, lying, and walking. He testified that he filed for

and ultimately received unemployment benefits from sometime in

October or November of 2008, until his social security disability

started in February of 2009.  He stated that had drawn $236.00 a

week in unemployment benefits and $1,064.00 a month in social

security benefits.  He testified that he had been taken off work by

Dr. Holder, approximately a week or so after the initial accident
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and injury, and has never been released to return to work, since

taken off by Dr. Holder.

However, this latter statement by the claimant is contradicted

by the medical evidence. The reports of Dr. Holder reveal that, on

August 1, 2008, he released the claimant to return to limited or

light duty with no lifting over 20 pounds, alternate sitting,

standing, and walking, no bending, stooping, or twisting, no

squatting or kneeling, no repetitive motion of the back and the use

of caution while taking medication and driving. On August 12, 2008,

Dr. Holder again released the claimant to return to limited or

light duty work with essentially the same restrictions as he

imposed on August 1, 2008, with the additional restriction of no

driving or operating machinery while taking medication and no DOT

driving. On August 21, 2008, Dr. Holder again released the claimant

to return to limited or light duty work with the same continuing

restrictions. On September 5, 2008, Dr.  Holder again gave the

claimant a release for limited or light duty work with the same

continuing restrictions. Curiously, a physical therapy report,

which was dated August 11, 2008, relates that the claimant had

“taken himself off work”. When the claimant saw Dr. Queeney on

September 8, 2008, Dr. Queeney expressed no opinion concerning the

claimant’s ability to return to work. However, on September 15,

2008, Dr. Holder again released the claimant to limited or light

duty employment with the same restrictions that had been previously

in effect. When the claimant saw Dr. Sprinkle on September 22,

2008, Dr. Sprinkle released the claimant to return to work with no
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lifting over 20 pounds. Dr. Sprinkle does not appear to express any

opinion on the claimant’s ability to return to work in some

capacity.  

Although the numerous light duty releases by Dr. Holder show

that the claimant’s testimony that he had been taken off work

entirely and had never been released to return to any work is not

accurate. The respondents have failed to prove that the claimant

has any offer of employment, within these restrictions, during the

time that he is now seeing additional temporary total disability

benefits. The fact that the respondents had previously paid the

claimant temporary total disability benefits, even though he had

been released to limited or light duty, would indicate that the

respondent had no such work available. Clearly, the medical

restrictions that have been imposed on the claimant’s potential

employment activities would prevent him from performing the

position he held with the respondent, at the time of his

compensable injury.  These restrictions would also prevent him from

any reasonable chance of obtaining a position in his regular or

customary occupation of truck driving in the open job market. These

physical restrictions, when coupled with the claimant’s need for

pain medication and further active medical treatment, would further

prevent him from having any reasonable expectation in obtaining any

regular gainful employment in the open job market.               

     Therefore, I find that the claimant has proven the second

requirement for his entitlement to temporary total disability
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benefits from October 9, 2008 through a date yet to be determined.

   FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Arkansas Workers' Compensation Commission has

jurisdiction of this claim.

2. On July 18, 2008, the relationship of employee-

employer-carrier existed between the parties.

3. On July 18, 2008, the claimant earned wages

sufficient to entitle him to weekly compensation

benefits of $286.00 for total disability and

$215.00 for permanent partial disability.

4. On July 18, 2008, the claimant sustained a

compensable injury to his low back.

5. The claimant has failed to prove by the greater

weight of the credible evidence that the herniated

L3-4 disc with nerve root impingement represents a

compensable injury, a compensable consequence, or a

compensable complication. Specifically, the

claimant has failed to prove by the greater weight

of the credible evidence the existence of any

causal connection between this L3-4 herniated disc

and resulting nerve root impingement and either the

employment-related incident of July 18, 2008 or the

compensable lumbar injury resulting from this

employment-related accident.

6. There is no dispute over the claimant’s entitlement

to medical services provided through March 6, 2009.
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7. The claimant continues to be entitled to reasonably

necessary medical services for his compensable

lumbar injury of July 18, 2008.  However, this does

not include any medical services solely directed

toward or necessitated by his L3-4 disc herniation

that occurred subsequent to and is unrelated to his

compensable lumbar injury of July 18, 2008.

8. There is no dispute over the claimant’s entitlement

to temporary total disability benefits through

October 8, 2008.

9. The claimant has proven by the greater weight of

the credible evidence that he continued to be

rendered temporarily totally disabled by his

compensable lumbar injury for the period of October

9, 2008 through a date yet to be determined.

Specifically, he has proven that he has continued

from his healing period from the effects of his

compensable lumbar injury and continued to be

totally disabled as a result of the effects of this

injury, during this time. In reaching this

decision, no consideration has been given to the

healing period or disabling effects of the

subsequent L3-4 disc herniation and resulting

neurological impingement. 

10. The respondents have controverted the claimant’s

entitlement to any medical services after March 6,
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2009 and any temporary total disability benefits

after October 8, 2008.

11. The appropriate fee for the claimant’s attorney is

the maximum statutory attorney’s fee on the

additional temporary total disability benefits

herein awarded.

ORDER

The respondents shall remain liable for reasonably necessary

medical services for the claimant’s compensable lumbar injury by

Dr. Schlesinger. However, the respondents shall not be liable for

any medical services solely necessitated by or directed toward his

subsequent L3-4 herniated disc with resulting neurological

impingement. 

The respondents shall pay to the claimant additional temporary

total disability benefits for the period of October 9,2008 through

a date to be determined. The respondents are entitled to the off

set provided by Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-506 on any such temporary

total disability benefits that accrued during the period when the

claimant was also receiving unemployment benefits from the Arkansas

Employment Security Division.

The respondents shall pay to the claimant’s attorney the

maximum statutory attorney’s fee on the additional controverted

temporary total disability benefits herein awarded. One-half of

this fee is the obligation of the respondents in addition to such

benefits. The remaining one-half of this fee is to be withheld by

the respondents for such benefits. 
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All benefits herein awarded, which have heretofore accrued,

are payable in a lump sum without discount.

This award shall bear the maximum legal rate of interest until

paid.

IT IS SO ORDERED.   

                                  
                                    MICHAEL L. ELLIG
                                  ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE
                                         


